ACCESSORIES

Enhance the performance of your project with the tools only the professionals have. From mulch stabilizer to professional sprayers, we have you covered.

- **NEW** 6 Mil. Poly Sheeting
- Path Stabilizer™
- Mulch Stabilizer™
- Professional Sprayers
- Caulking Guns
- Spikes, Stakes, Staples, & Pins
- Paver Rail
- SR Slip-Resist™
- Slit Foam Rollers
- Staple Setter & Pin Pounder
- String Along
- Stretch Wrap
- Fabric Seaming Adhesive

**Path Stabilizer™**
- Liquid bonding agent that controls dust
- Stabilizes pathways and patios
- Minimizes tracking and weed growth

**Mulch Stabilizer™**
- Locks mulch in place
- Enhances color and prevents fading
- Dries clear
- Flexible bond
- Helps prevent weed growth
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**SR Slip-Resist™**
- Improves slip resistance
- Adds invisible grip
- Not visible when dry
- Can be used with all SRW Products film-forming sealers

**Slit Foam Rollers**
- 2 roller options
- Apply SRW sealers evenly
- Works great on textured surfaces
- Remains spongy and will not compress

**Staple Setter & Pin Pounder**
- Magnetic ends keep the pin/staples in place
- Use Staple Setter with 11 gauge, 1” steel staples of any length
- Use Pin Pounder for round top pins

**StringAlong**
- Take down the line and put it back up without measuring
- Ability to create three to four different lines from different directions at one time
- Fits round stakes up to 1”

**Stretch Wrap**
- SRW offers a range of stretchable, highly elastic plastic film that keeps items tightly bound

**Fabric Seaming Adhesive**
- Save time and money with this fast and easy alternative to sewing geotextile fabric
- Simply spray and stick

**6 Mil. Poly Sheeting**
- Weed control
- Zero permittivity
- Easy to cut, easy to use
- Tear resistant